HELMETS
VISOR / FREESKI / ALL MOUNTAIN
Combining protection, comfort and style is Julbo’s specialist subject. To this we add outstanding technical features
to meet the needs of every sport. From the Freetourer
for freetouring experts to Sphere for recreational skiers,
together with our new All Mountain and Junior releases,
everyone can benefit from the most advanced technology
to maximize their enjoyment.

TECHNOLOGY

5 top
technologies

in-mold

in-mold visor

in-mold Alpi

injecté ABS

hybrid ABS / In-mold

viSOR

The ultimate combination

in-mold

in-mold visor

in-mold Alpi

injecté ABS

hybrid ABS / In-mold

Julbo’s best goggles and helmet combined in one model: a pull-down
photochromic REACTIV visor integrated into an In-mold helmet.
Lightness, comfort and ventilation combined with the best possible
vision whatever the conditions.

in-mold

The ultimate in lightness
Super-light In-mold helmets are made using
an EPS shell
for
in-mold
in-mold visor
shock absorbency and diffusion. The shell is covered by a layer
of polycarbonate which protects the helmet - and the head.
Weight: 444 g.

in-mold Alpi

injecté ABS

hybrid ABS / In-mold

Injected

The ultimate in resistance

in-mold visor

in-mold Alpi

injecté ABS

Greater impact and scratch resistance. Injected helmets combine
an ABS outer shell with an EPS inner shell to absorb and diffuse
the force of impact.
Weight: between 514 and 593 g.

hybrid ABS / In-mold

in-mold FREETOURER
The ultimate in adaptability
in-mold

in-mold visor

in-mold Alpi

A new variant of Julbo technology with the same type of construction
as in-mold helmets, this ultra-light concept is 100% designed
for freetouring and mountaineering. It also offers compliance
with two standards: EN12492 for mountaineering and EN1077
for skiing.

injecté ABS

hybrid ABS / In-mold

hybrid II

The ultimate multi-tasker
Created using two earlier technologies, these helmets have a light,
In-mold skullcap for the lower part, and an injected ABS shell for the
upper part to offer added protection and to make them longer-lasting.
Weight: 566 g.
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in-mold

in-mold visor

in-mold Alpi

HELMETS

visor
Visor helmets are winning over
more and more recreational
skiers who value both protection
and style. To meet the needs
of the most demanding, Julbo
continues to innovate with
models in sophisticated finishes,
bringing together the best of our
helmet and goggle technologies.

HELMETS

Freeski
Because freeriding is in our
DNA, and because we know
how to monitor the evolution
of different sports, we’re developing products that are perfectly
adapted to the new demands
of freeriding and freetouring.

HELMETS

All
Mountain
Protection, fit and ventilation are
here in spades so that everyone
can ride all day long in the best
possible comfort.

